Why Redknee
Go to market faster with a modular,
real-time monetization solution
designed with the speed, flexibility
and scalability that the growing digital
economy demands.

Redknee Unified

A single, end-to-end converged billing solution for monetizing the entire
digital economy—no matter the type of service, customer or business
model—and delivering a unique omni-channel customer experience.

Support any-play offerings using an
enterprise product catalog to launch
today’s most complex product bundles
across any line of business, helping
businesses to accelerate their growth
plans and to be equipped for the
future.

Real-time Monetization for the Digital Economy

Cross-channel product exposure using
catalog-driven order management to
see and manage the entire service
order lifecycle across all customer
channels.

With its unique modular design and real-time rating, charging, billing and customer care
capabilities, Redknee Unified enables service providers to monetize new revenue streams,
launch new services and deliver a comprehensive customer experience. Its centralized
product catalog drives omni-channel selling, order entry, customer order delivery and billing
while the solution’s comprehensive order management and workflow capabilities ensure
efficient and accurate order delivery and immediate real-time fulfillment and tracking.

Increase marketing agility with a
real-time campaigning tool that
empowers marketing and product
teams to quickly create and launch
new marketing campaigns based on
real-time customer-, network- and
device-based insight.
Deliver a more connected customer
experience by having the power to
create, deliver and manage services
seamlessly across any channel—web,
mobile, retail store or via social media.
Increase subscriber loyalty by
combining the real-time capabilities
of transaction processing, analytics
and campaigning to launch innovative
loyalty programs, bringing value to
both customers and retail partners.
Unparalleled resiliency and scalability
with 5 9’s High Availability and
unlimited scaling.

Redknee Unified transcends the traditional billing and redefines the entire customer
lifecycle by introducing new and innovative ways to monetize the entire digital services
economy in real time—no matter the type of service, customer or business model.

User experience is one of the key drivers in Redknee Unified. The solution enables fast and
automated processes across all channels in real time using a single product configuration
and order management/fulfillment, ensuring any type of request is solved immediately.
Business KPIs ensure quality meets digital customers’ expectations.
Redknee Unified goes beyond traditional telecommunications services, supporting the
entire digital economy; bringing unmatched flexibility and scalability, helping businesses to
accelerate their growth plans and to be equipped for the future.

›› Monetizing any Service, any Market and any Device.
Redknee Unified is a next generation billing solution that empowers service providers to
monetize digital services across any line of business. Redknee Unified enables CSPs to
transform themselves into Digital Service Providers (DSP); allowing for innovative crossservice bundles, real-time rewards and campaigns no matter the type of service, customer
or business model. Redknee Unified delivers a more connected customer experience while
significantly improving system efficiency and reducing cost of ownership by leveraging a
leaner infrastructure and more agile operations.

›› Increased Marketing Agility
Time to market is a key differentiator for CSPs. Redknee’s convergent solution helps to
quickly lauch any type of service, be it a CSP offering or partner offering. The solution
uses real-time, interactive business and subscriber analytics to enable service providers
to quickly define and launch targeted, differentiated campaigns via multiple channels.
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Redknee Unified provides
the flexibility and agility
service providers need to
evolve their product and
service offering for the
digital age and beyond.
Highlights of Redknee Unified
Real-time: real-time information /
access and decision making across all
customers, devices, and networks.
Modular: integrated, modular
architecture that helps achieve
substantial cost savings and faster
integration.
Product Catalog: single entity to drive
the whole product definition, intuitive
and user friendly, across all channels
on a single place, open to enable any
new innovative services.
Responsive: launch new services,
campaigns and price plans in minutes
based on real-time customer behavior
analysis.
Highly scalable: up- or down- scaling
capabilities for any size operator.
Integrated policy and charging:
for a deeper level of monetization
of network resources based on
knowledge of the subscriber.
Fully virtualized: available on premise
or via hosted cloud / SaaS model,
supporting latest NFV standards
Multi-tenant: for hosting MVNOs or
second brands on the same system.
IoT Ready: the scale to manage and
monetize the full IoT ecosystem.

Redknee Unified delivers real-time marketing capabilities that help improve revenue while
enhancing the overall lifetime value of each customer.
Smart pricing and micro campaign management tools deliver more meaningful,
personalized offerings. Marketing and sales teams can motivate customers
towards more valuable service usage and spending – intelligently pricing offerings
and services in ways that are meaningful and attractive to the customer.
Advanced business and subscriber analytics empowers service providers to
discover, analyze and manage data in real time. Marketing teams can conduct
complex data analyses—compiling and analyzing data easily from various
sources—and trigger new campaigns immediately.
Loyalty programs and promotions can be delivered in real-time using insight
from customer profiles, usage patterns, social profiles, customer value and more.
Launch innovative loyalty programs with partners across industries, targeting
unique customer groups to improve uptake, reduce campaign costs and increase
hit rates.

›› A More Powerful, More Connected Customer Experience
Speed is the new strength for service providers: The ability to deliver the right offer at the
right time to subscribers in the most appropriate manner, regardless of customer type, is
what separates today’s most successful service providers from the rest. Redknee Unified
improves the customer experience by allowing service providers to:
Strengthen every touch-point with omni-channel engagement and care that
empowers customers to use the method of engagement they prefer, and a
single, integrated CRM view that ensures the information, offers and support
they receive is uniform across all channels.
Empower real-time dynamic controls with integrated policy and charging that
helps monetize advanced data services, assures a high quality of experience, and
delivers highly targeted promotions and differentiated, service-specific charging.
Create a better retail experience that drives loyalty, competitive differentiation
and profitable growth by empowering retail store representatives to get out from
behind the counter—engaging with customer as they shop and determining the
right mix of products and services based on real-time insight into each customer’s
unique profile.

›› Faster, Leaner and More Agile Operations
Redknee Unified combines the power of its out-of-the-box real-time capabilities with the
flexibility, reliability and scalability necessary to go to market quickly and cost effectively.
Whether launching a new brand, creating a new line of business or upgrading an existing
billing infrastructure, Redknee gets service providers to market faster than any other solution.
Fully virtualized, supporting NFV standards and ready to be deployed in a
private cloud for efficient data center operation and scalability, significantly
reducing CAPEX.
Best of Suite approach to have pre-integrated solution with single product
catalogue to decrease significant the IT costs, but been still modular and open.
This enables you to be innovative and launch quickly new services/ products in
the market.

For more information about Redknee’s real-time
monetization software, contact sales@redknee.com.

